Rebuild Independence Group Inc.
The Amazing Place:
a car treasure hunt across KI
28 April 2019 from 10:30
Think you know your way around the island? Try this!
Starting in Penneshaw, drive and follow the sometimes cryptic clues to arrive at your
destination! Along the way, collect a few things, count a few things, build something, have
a great time getting to know the island better.


Prizes for best dressed
car, best team name,
best sandcastle, highest
overall score
 BBQ at end included
 Entry $50 per car
 Limited entries – don't
delay!

1st prize: Return Sealink tickets
for one car and two passengers
2nd prize: 3 nights
accommodation at either Cape
Willoughby or Cape Borda
Lighthouse Cottages
3rd prize: Mixed dozen white
wine from Bay of Shoals
4th prize: Home Hardware
voucher $100

All profits go towards rebuilding the schooner Independence originally built at American
River in 1803.
You must book your space as there are limits on the number of participants. To book, call
Lynne on 0437 825 911. Payment in advance is requested – you can pay at Kangaroo
Island Real Estate in Kingscote or at the RIG Boathouse, The Wharf, American River
BYO writing implement and clipboard or similar
Please bring your own folding chair for the BBQ afterwards.
No alcohol to be consumed during the event. BYO at BBQ.
Terms and conditions can be found below. Please ensure that you have read and
understood these
Sponsored by:






Sealink
Bay of Shoals Wines
KI Lighthouse Heritage Accommodation
Kangaroo Island Real Estate
Ingram's Hardware
Rebuild Independence Group Inc. ABN 54 800 878 490

RIG Amazing Place:
A Treasure Hunt
28th April 2019 from 10:30
Entry Form
Team Name:
Participants

Vehicle make & model
Registration No.
Mobile phone no:
Email address:
My vehicle has valid third party insurance
I have read and agree to the terms and conditions of the event.
Signed
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Amazing Place: A Treasure Hunt entry conditions
The Entrant is taken to have exclusively accepted and is immediately bound, jointly and severally,
by these terms and conditions if the Entrant signs the entry form to enter the RIG “Amazing Place:
A Treasure Hunt “ event (hereinafter “event” ) on the 28th April 2019.
These terms and conditions may only be amended with the Organiser’s consent in writing and
shall prevail to the extent of any inconsistency with any other document agreement between the
Entrant and the Organiser.
The Organiser reserves the right to change the route of the event if necessary.
Except as expressly set out in these terms and conditions or in respect of the verbal instructions
given on the day, the Organiser makes no warranties or other representations under these terms
and conditions including but not limited to the quality or suitability of the course of the event or the
conditions on the course to be encountered during the event. The Organiser’s liability in respect of
these warranties is limited to the fullest extent permitted by law.
The Organiser shall not be liable for any defect or damage which may be caused or partly caused
by or arise as a result of:
(a)

the Entrant failing to traverse the course of the event in accordance with the rules of
the event and the applicable road rules that shall apply;

(b)

the Entrant using their vehicle or the course of the event for any purpose other than
that for which they were designed;

(c)

the Entrant continuing to use any part of the designated course after any defect
became apparent or should have become apparent to a reasonably prudent operator or
user;

(d)

the Entrant failing to follow any instructions or guidelines provided by the Organiser; or

(e)

fair wear and tear, any accident, or act of God.

The Entrant agrees that the Organiser may (at no cost) use for the purposes of marketing or entry
into any competition, any document, designs, drawings or goods, photographs or images which the
Organiser has created of the Entrant.
The Organiser may cancel any instruction to which these terms and conditions apply or cancel the
event at any time before the event is completed by giving notice in any appropriate form (either
verbal or via text or in written form) to the Entrant. The Organiser shall not be liable for any loss or
damage whatsoever arising from such cancellation.
The Organiser shall be under no liability whatsoever to the Entrant for any indirect and/or
consequential loss and/or expense (including loss of profit) suffered by the Entrant arising out of a
breach by the Organiser of these terms and conditions
The Entrant agrees that the Organiser may amend these terms and conditions at any time. If the
Organiser makes a change to these terms and conditions, then that change will take effect from
the date/time on which the Organiser notifies the Entrant of such change.
Neither party shall be liable for any default due to any act of God, war, terrorism, strike, lock-out,
industrial action, fire, flood, storm or other event beyond the reasonable control of either party.
The Entrant warrants that he/she has the power to enter into this agreement and has obtained all
necessary authorisations and appropriate licences and registrations to allow them to do so.

